
MechaTronix launches LED cooling 
for new Xicato XIM and XTM LED modules
When Xicato introduced recently their new XIM Xicato Intelligent Module and XTM Xicato Thin 
Module, MechaTronix as preferred LED cooling partner immediately faced the challenge of 
developing a full new range of LED coolers for this LED platforms.

In this new developments not only the mechanical changes have been covered since the power and communication cable from the 
new Xicato LED modules now come as a side feed, but MechaTronix also kept the latest design tendencies in mind.
“Lighting designers want to go smaller and more elegant” according Koen Vangorp, General Manager at MechaTronix, “and the 
passive LED coolers were still a kind of an obstruction to achieve this.”
“Therefore we have been spending thousands of hours on investigating how to get more cooling out of smaller diameters. As a 
result today we get about 20% to 30% more efficiency out of our latest generation LED coolers, what immediately translates itself as 
smaller LED coolers for the same lumen outputs.”

MechaTronix launches 8 new star shaped LED coolers for the 
Xicato XIM and XTM, all with the sibling looks of their famous 
ModuLED LED coolers which already garnered a lot of attention 
and positive reviews in the LED market.
The new star LED coolers XSA-215 and XSA-216 are designed in 
a diameter of 47 millimeter, suitable for luminaire designs up 
to 1,750 lumen, while the new XSA-212 and XSA-213 Xicato LED 
coolers  are designed in a diameter of 70 millimeter and do the job 
up to 2,500 lumen.

A revolution is for sure the new Xicato pin fin cooler XSA-217 tailored in a diameter of 47 millimeter.
MechaTronix was able in this design to reach a thermal resistance as low as 3.9°C/W, what has never been 
witnessed before in this small diameter. With this revolution in efficiency a lighting designer can develop 
tomorrow a 2.000 lumen design in a diameter as small as an MR16 lamp.
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Model n° XSA-217 XSA-96 XSA-215 XSA-216
Dimension (mm) ø47 x h68 ø111 x h80 ø47 x h50 ø47 x h80

Xicato LED Modules XSM / XIM / XTM XSM / XIM / XTM XSM / XIM / XTM XSM / XIM / XTM
Weight (gr) 84 567 131 210

Thermal Resistance Rth (°C/W) 3.9 1.07 5.2 4.2
Xiacto Thermal Class TBD Q D E

Lumen 1,300 - 2,500 4,800 - 9,600 900 - 1,800 1,200 - 2,400
Power Pd (W) 13 50 9.6 11.9
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https://www.led-heatsink.com/mechatronix-launches-led-cooling-for-new-xicato-xim-and-xtm-led-modules
https://www.led-heatsink.com/quote-request
http://www.led-heatsink.com/
https://www.led-heatsink.com/content/files/pdfs/productPdfs/MTX/XSA217_Xicato_Pin_Fin_LED_Cooler_%C3%B847mm.pdf
https://www.led-heatsink.com/content/files/pdfs/productPdfs/MTX/Xicato_XSM_LED_Pin_Fin_Heat_Sink_diameter_111mm_XSA_96.pdf
https://www.led-heatsink.com/content/files/pdfs/productPdfs/MTX/XSA215_Xicato_Modular_Passive_Star_LED_Cooler_%C3%B847mm.pdf
https://www.led-heatsink.com/content/files/pdfs/productPdfs/MTX/XSA216_Xicato_Modular_Passive_Star_LED_Cooler_%C3%B847mm.pdf
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ABOUT MECHATRONIX
MechaTronix was founded as a creative designer & manufacturer of high end mechanical plastic & metal parts. With its Asia-based headquarters in Kaoh-
siung Taiwan, MechaTronix became a powerhouse at designing and manufacturing heat sinks and thermal solutions for OEM and LED lighting applications. 
Strategic partnerships with major LED manufacturers and sharing our thermal knowledge with their luminaire designers are our core missions. Simple pas-
sive cooling, advanced heat pipe technology or active cooling solutions? MechaTronix offers of the shelf and tailored solutions to its worldwide professional 
customer base. For more information about the company, please visit : www.mechatronix-asia.com

Full details of the new Xicato LED coolers can be found on www.led-heatsink.com
Samples and stock are available through the MechaTronix worldwide distribution network

Model n° XSA-212 XSA-213 XSA-97 XSA-98
Dimension (mm) ø70 x h50 ø70 x h80 ø99 x h50 ø99 x h80

Xicato LED Modules XSM / XIM / XTM XSM / XIM / XTM XSM / XIM / XTM XSM / XIM / XTM
Weight (gr) 188 304 356 573

Thermal Resistance Rth (°C/W) 2.2 1.8 1.34 1.02
Thermal Class G H N Q

Lumen 2,200 - 4,300 2,700 - 5,400 3,600 - 7,200 4,700 - 9,400
Power Pd (W) 22.7 27.8 37.3 48.9

https://www.led-heatsink.com/content/files/pdfs/productPdfs/MTX/XSA213_Xicato_Modular_Passive_Star_LED_Cooler_%C3%B870mm.pdf
https://www.led-heatsink.com/content/files/pdfs/productPdfs/MTX/XSA97_Xicato_Modular_Passive_Star_LED_Cooler_%C3%B899mm.pdf
https://www.led-heatsink.com/content/files/pdfs/productPdfs/MTX/XSA98_Xicato_Modular_Passive_Star_LED_Cooler_%C3%B899mm.pdf
https://www.led-heatsink.com/content/files/pdfs/productPdfs/MTX/XSA212_Xicato_Modular_Passive_Star_LED_Cooler_%C3%B870mm.pdf

